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Abax Balanced Fund Commentary 
 

Market Overview 

 

It was a tough year for risk assets globally, with 2018 marking the end of the bull market in the 

developed world that began in 2009. There was a lot for the market to worry about during the year 

but most importantly the tailwind provided by historically low interest rates dissipated as the US 

Federal Reserve continued its hiking cycle in earnest. This was exacerbated by a reduction in asset 

purchases by Central Banks globally, escalating trade tensions between the US and China and a 

noticeable slowdown in the Chinese economy.  

The MSCI World Index – a proxy for global stock markets ended the year 8% lower. Emerging markets 

fared even worse, with the MSCI Emerging Markets Index down 14%.   

The South African stock market (as measured by the Capped SWIX) ended 11% down. There were very 

few places to hide, with the vast proportion of counters posting a negative return for the year. 

Furthermore, a number of high profile stocks were down more than 30% over the year (Aspen, Intu, 

British American Tobacco, Mediclinic, Tiger Brands, MTN and AB Inbev to name some). Out of the Top 

40 Index, 60% of stocks ended the year more than 20% off their all-time highs.  

The poor showing of the domestic stock market in 2018 has compounded what had already been a 

lackluster showing over the past number of years. Over the past 3 years, the market is up less than 3% 

p.a. and over 5 years just 5% p.a, which is less than the inflation rate over that period.  

The South African listed property sector ended the year 23% lower, precipitated by a short-sellers 

report that highlighted corporate governance concerns and the extreme degree of overvaluation of 

the Resilient Group of property companies; which collectively lost more than half their value over the 

course of the year. As investors began to re-assess the quality of corporate governance, the high levels 

of gearing and the prospects of limited distribution growth amongst the rest of the sector, the sell-off 

widened and the limited liquidity resulted in some erratic price action.    

Fixed Income assets provided the only respite: domestic cash and government bonds both produced 

returns of between 7 and 8%, and with the rand weakening by 14% against the dollar, any hard 

currency fixed income assets would also have made a positive contribution to performance over the 

year. 
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Performance Overview 

 

The Fund ended the year where it began. 

Cleary, for our investors, a zero return over a calendar year is a disappointing outcome, especially 

when measured against our long-term expectations of low double digit annualised returns. Over 

longer measurement periods the performance of the fund looks a little better (8% p.a. over 5 years 

and 10% p.a. over 7 years), but still below what we would expect over a full market cycle. 

Although poor in an absolute sense, there are some positives to be drawn from the year. When 

measured against the performance of the underlying asset classes at our disposal (with risk assets 

materially lower across the globe) or against the peergroup of balanced funds (minus 3.6% on 

average), performance looks better.  

Contributors and detractors  

 

The largest contributor to performance over the course of 2018 was our allocation to hard currency 

fixed income assets and gold, which collectively made up approximately 12% of the portfolio.  

Although these assets are not particularly exciting from yield perspective, they can play an important 

role in portfolio construction and risk management, and certainly did their job last year by making a 

positive contribution in a time when risk assets were selling off.  

The performance of our domestic equity carve-out was -7.5% for the year (-6.6% if one includes the 

impact of the derivative protection structures) which compares favourably with the Capped SWIX 

return of -11%.   

On an individual stock basis, Billiton and Sasol were the largest single stock contributors. Also making 

a contribution to performance were some of the mid-sized stocks that we have included in the fund. 

Our analysis suggests these are of above average quality, with better than average growth prospects, 

trading at reasonable valuations. The JSE, Santam and PSG Konsult all fit this bill and made positive 

contributions to performance.  

Our 2% allocation to Africa (ex SA) Equity in Q1 2017 proved timely and we closed the positon in Q2 

2018 for a healthy return of 50% in USD. Also, our small allocation to Turkish bonds also yielded a 50% 

gain in USD.       

By far the largest detractor was our overweight positon to British American Tobacco, which fell 40% 

over the course of the year. This position cost the fund 2% of performance. We believe the current 

negative sentiment around (particularly US) Tobacco stocks is overdone. Our view is that for the 

foreseeable future, this business will continue to grow its hard currency earnings in the mid to high 

single digits (with a fairly high level of predictability) and will successfully navigate the regulatory 

headwinds and declining cigarette volumes just as it has done in the past. At the current forward 

multiple of less than 9x earnings and manageable debt burden (albeit currently elevated post the  
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Reynolds acquisition), it is one of the most attractively priced securities in our universe and remains a 

large position in the Fund. 

Naspers, Tiger Brands and Intu (no longer a position) each cost the fund approximately 0.5%. 

In terms of our offshore equity holdings, the impact of the weak rand largely offset the impact of the 

poor market returns, resulting in a negligible contribution to return at the fund level. Our offshore 

equity holdings marginally underperformed the overall market, primarily due to our underexposure 

to the US, which was the stand-out performer.  

Current Positioning 

We were fairly active over the course of 2018, and used the volatility and improving valuations to add 

to risk assets.  

Our overall equity allocation increased from 63% (50% domestic + 13% foreign) at the start of the year 

to 69% (53% local + 16% foreign) at the end of the year. On the domestic equity front, we allocated 

throughout the year as individual opportunities presented themselves, but on the international side 

we only started to increase in Q4 as markets sold off.  

We believe that our domestic portfolio of stocks is offering good value relative to the quality of the 

businesses and their longer term growth prospects. On a look though basis, the SA listed holdings  

currently trade on a rolled PE of 12.5x (10.6x one-year forward) and we expect low double digit 

earnings growth over the next 3 years.   

Our property allocation decreased from 7% to 3.5% primarily due to the sale of Hammerson (1.5% 

position) early in the year and the sale of Intu (2% position) later in the year. Fortunately both of these 

sales proved timely, as both share prices have dropped close to 40% since our sales. Despite avoiding 

the worst of the downside, Intu was a costly mistake in the fund. Overall, the domestic property carve-

out was 15% lower over the year, which despite being a very poor number, was a better showing than 

the overall index which was down 23%. 

We remain cautious (and therefore highly selective) in terms of domestic property, as landlords will 

struggle to maintain pricing power given the supply glut in office and retail over the past number of 

years. Tenants are clearly waking up to this and are starting to push back hard against what are already 

high occupancy costs. Furthermore, gearing is elevated and the opportunity to artificially boost 

distribution growth through acquisitions and various other non-recurring items is greatly diminished. 

Our picks in the sector are yielding 9.5% on average and in the main is made up of lesser known 

counters with unique characteristics that should continue to grow distributions at a reasonable rate 

for the foreseeable future. 

We continue to seek out hybrid instruments that offer an interesting combination of growth and yield. 

Currently, the portfolio has an allocation of 8% to a combination of convertible bonds, preference 

shares and Tier 1 bank debt, much of which has a fixed term to maturity, and an average yield of nearly  
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10% with some additional upside optionality. We retain an allocation of 9% to a combination of 

government bonds and inflation linked bonds with an average yield of around 9.5%. 

Overall, the total portfolio is yielding 4.5%, which is attractive if one considers that a quarter of the 

portfolio is invested in hard currency assets, and three quarters in growth assets. This should serve as 

an underpin to value should recent elevated levels of volatility continue.  

In Q3 we used the weakness in the rand to hedge out some of our currency exposure. We view the 

currency as a separate asset class and will manage it accordingly. Our effective currency exposure is 

26% of the fund. 

We believe that the increased allocation to growth assets is justified given improved valuations. The 

portfolio remains well balanced and comprises of a range of different assets with varying drivers of 

return. This, along with some of the derivative protection structures we have in place, should afford 

some protection in the face of continued weakness but also ensure that when markets improve we 

capture our fair share. 

We thank investors for their continued support. 


